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ABSTRACT

In Section I, I have put into literal terms the
concept I have expressed through visual terms, that, art
is adventure, for creator and viewer.

I have defined the

term adventure in relationship to myself and to the viewer.
I have discussed the importance of juxtapositioning
imagery.

In Section II, I have elaborated on a few of my

paintings that specifically illustrate concepts presented
in the preceeding section of the thesis.

In Section

III, I have photographically catalogued my work exhibited
at the University Art Gallery, November 25 through December
21, 1975, comprising my thesis exhibit.

VI1

Then he took the five loaves and the two
fishes, and looking up to heaven, he blessed
them, and brake, and gave to the disciples to
set before the multitude.
And they did eat, and were all filled:
and there was taken up of fragments that re
mained to them twelve baskets.
(Luke 9:16-17)
ART AS ADVENTURE
Section I
In The First Surrealist Manifesto (1924) Andre Breton,
a leading spokesman, founder, and critic of the surrealist
movement wrote:
With a shudder, we cross what the
occultists call DANGEROUS TERRITORY. In my
wake I raise up monsters that are lying in
wait; they are not yet too ill-disposed
toward me, and I am not lost, since I fear
them. Here are 'the elephants with the heads
of women and the flying lions' which used to
make Soupault and me tremble in our boots to
meet, here is the 'soluble fish' which still
frightens me slightly. SOLUBLE FISH, am I
not the soluble fish, I was born under the
sign of Pisces, and man is soluble in his
thought'. The flora and fauna of Surrealism
are inadmissible.
(Breton, 1969)
Andre Breton is speaking of an adventure, an adventure
in a realm that lies within the mind, a realm of limitless
expanses.

This realm resolves contradiction, reality and

unreality, reason and irrationality, reflection and
impulse, knowledge and "fatal" ignorance, usefulness and
uselessness are terms without distinction.

1

To explore this
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world is to examine the inner reaches of man and to dis
cover any evidence possible to prove man's humanity or
inhumanity.
As a visual artist I concern myself constantly with
the exploration of this inner world, it is my source of
inspiration.

My watercolor paintings are a visual poetic

imagery very similar in content and emotional response to
this phenomenal interoceptive cerebral world.
To quote Andre Breton once more, from Le Surrealisme
et la Peinture published in 1928:
I find it impossible to think of a picture
save as a window, and my first concern about a
window is to find out what it looks out on...
and there is nothing I love so much as some
thing which stretches away from me out of sight.
Because they believe that man is able only to
reproduce a more or less felicitous image of
the object which concerns him, painters have
been far too conciliatory in their choice of
models. Their mistake has been to believe
either that a model could be derived only from
the exterior world, or that it could be
derived from there at all...This is an unfor
givable abdication... If the plastic arts are
to meet the need for a complete revision of
real values, a need on which all minds today
are agreed, they must therefore either seek a
PURELY INTERIOR MODEL or cease to exist.
(Breton, 1972)
I agree with Breton's thinking and do not find it out
dated or invalidated in 1975.

As I perceive it art is a

mental adventure, adventure in the truest sense of the
word.

After all, if I may be so bold, am I too not a

soluble fish?
To define more clearly what I mean by the term adven
ture I wish to offer here the definition of the word as
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found in Webster:

"An undertaking involving danger and

unknowable risks, a remarkable experience."
Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, 1967a).
Webster's definition agreeable.

(Webster1s
I find

Adventure is not unlike

exploration, wandering through unknown strange new areas
for the purpose of discovery.

Adventure is to cope with

the unknown in an attempt to make it knowable, dealing
always with the surprise of the unknown.
How might one experience adventure within the mind?
Adventure lies with the free flowing of mental imagery,
wild encounters between ideas, or fantastic seemingly un
natural mental associations.

In other words the complete

freedom of mental association.
Conceivably one may consider such unrestrained mental
activity madness, especially if one agrees with Webster's
definition of the word mad:
INSANE, 2a:
ment:

"1:

disordered in the mind:

completely unrestrained by reason and judge

SENSELESS, b:

accounted for:

incapable of being explained or

ILLOGICAL."

giate Dictionary, 1967b).

(Webster1s Seventh New Colle
If it is madness that allows me

this freedom then I welcome madness as liberation from the
chains of rationality and logic.

When I depict the mental

encounter or association in a painting I create a perma
nent record of the adventure, thus allowing the experience,
as I have translated it, to be viewed and considered by
others.
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I find much delight in the use of juxtaposition.

The

grouping of images within the same painting that seem to
be opposites or totally unrelated creates an entirely new
experience.

Juxtapositioning is not unlike the triple step

dialectic of theses, antithesis, and synthesis so often
attributed to Hegel (Mueller, 1958).

My paintings are the

very principle of becoming, thus dialectic.

The imagery

as I use it creates a "war of opposites" that results in
an entirely resolved synthesis.

The remarkable experience

of the adventure is the synthesis, the new experience, the
discovery in the new world.

As Rene Magritte, a surrealist

painter, wrote:
I conceive of the art of painting as the
science of juxtaposing colors in such a way
that their actual appearance disappears and lets
a poetic image emerge...It is a matter of
imagining images whose poetry restores to what
is known that which is absolutely unknown and
unknowable." (Alexandrian, 1970)
Physically creating artwork I feel an artist experiences
adventure, whether it be Jackson Pollock throwing and
splashing paint on the canvas, Leonardo da Vinci tediously
exacting the features of the "Mona Lisa," a prehistoric
cave dweller attempting to work his magic on the walls of
a cave or myself laboring over the execution of a watercolor wash.

There is excitement in watching the work un

fold before my eyes; yet there is always a danger and risk
in the possibility, even likelihood, of technically mis
handling the painting.
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Definition of adventure implies danger and unknown
risks.

One might ask, how might there be danger and risk

in an activity that is mental?

A danger lies in the use

of psychoanalysis, hypnotism, drugs, or other forms of
inquiry into the darkest reaches of the inner being.
danger lies in what one may find.

The

A mental adventure being

an exploration of the subconscious mind may turn up many
insights into one's personality.

Perhaps unpleasant

experiences or irrational fears may be explored.

Danger

does lie in an inward search, a coming face to face with
one's imperfect self, a realization of one’s limitations
and finite existence.

Discovering the workings of the sub

conscious self, one may be literally frightened by his
imagination, as he is frightened by his nightmares.

One

may find many examples of artists that have gone mad as
result of the attempt to confront and cope with inner self,
Vincent Van Gogh and Edgar Allen Poe are probably the most
classic examples.
The question now arises, why does an artist choose to
expose himself to such peril?
conflict accord, as it were.
toward total resolution.

There are rewards, out of
Each adventure is a step

In other words, as an artist, I

am engaged in an epic quest for self realization, each
painting being a step along the way.
I feel it very important that my work be viewed by
others, as many others as possible.

Doubtless some people

will dismiss my paintings as esoteric, intended to be
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"understood" only by other "artists" who can somehow dig
out the "hidden meaning."

This facile, hasty judgement is

very frustrating to myself as an artist.

There are no

"hidden meanings," my paintings are simply a new experi
ence, I intend them to be of value as an experience, a
learning experience, viewer included.

Although each viewer

may interpret each painting differently than I, this is
irrelevant.
adventure.

The interpretation by the viewer becomes his
The only common experience I intend is that

of adventure.

Art is an adventure, and I believe should

be viewed and experienced with an expectation of adventure.
There can be no disappointment or misunderstanding if the
viewer anticipates my paintings with an attitude of adven
ture .
Through this common departure toward the unknown
perfection perhaps will not be attained.

I do believe

however that art brings man closer to himself and to others.
Through art, viewing or creating it, man has discovered a
tool, a tool which can be used to better enable man to
become himself.

Is there not adventure in becoming?

And he said unto them, Cast the net
on the right side of the ship and ye shall
find. They cast therefore, and now they
were not able to draw it for the multitude
of fishes.
(John 21:6)
Section II
I consider my paintings to be poetry without words.
I shall not discuss each painting comprising my thesis
exhibit because I feel a literal interpretation of a visual
expression is rarely satisfying and usually disappointing.
Would it not have been disappointing if Leonardo da Vinci
attached a sign to his painting "Mona Lisa" stating:

"She

is smiling because she is hiding a secret from her lover?"
However, I can better illustrate the concept of mental
adventure as presented in the first section with a literal
explanation of a few paintings, even though something may
be lost in translation.
Consider my painting "Sexual Encounter (Exquisite
Corpse)," (refer to page 14), here I have attempted to
capture the quiet mystery and subtle adventure, in poetic
visual imagery, of a first sexual experience.

Sex is not

strictly biological, but involves social, man-made,
synthetic complications and connotations, as if sex were
a fish placed into a man-made environment as depicted here.
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As result the fish is dead or dying.

In a broader sense

this painting may be interpreted as a cruxifiction scene.
The fish, a traditional symbol for Christ, may be seen here
as all that is good, innocent, and naively pure, destroyed
by our unnatural societized existence.

The fish and all

it represents is layed bare, broken, humiliated, and help
less.

It is dying in our man-made world of "rational"

thought.
In many of my paintings I am concerned with an inside
and outside world separated by a wall or divider.

The

wall implies a separation of the known from the unknown,
rationality from irrationality, reality from unreality.
The adventure lies in discovering what is beyond the wall
and contemplating the effect it will have on that which is
inside the wall.
through the wall.

In my paintings there is a means to pass
In "Sexual Encounter (Exquisite Corpse)"

a window is the device.

The window allows the synthesis,

the inner and outer worlds combine.

The light of the

outer world illuminates the inner, the infinite outer
world literally puts light on the subject.
In my painting "Annunciation" (refer to page 24) the
outside world is invading the domain of the inside,
emphatically announcing its presence.

Do the blackened

windows indicate an attempt to block out the outside world?
Do the scratches show evidence of a struggle to escape the
inside world, if so before or after the "annunciation"?
The adventure lies in the exploration of these and other
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questions.

Hopefully the viewer will wish to adventure

further, to resolve the riddle that lies before him, but
cautiously.
Consider my painting "Trapped" (refer to page 28)
one may find many interpretations concerning man's attempt
to cope with inside and outside worlds.

Does this painting

depict man's attempt to insulate himself from one of the
two worlds?

Can man be trapped by his own narrowmindedness?

Is this the negation of becoming?

This painting, this

mental guidepost, marks the beginning of the adventure.
Man will best overcome his failures and inadequacies by
first taking a look at them, we cannot resolve our narrow
mindedness unless we first admit that it exists.

I intend

"Trapped" to be a look at narrowmindedness.
In the first section of this paper I discussed juxtapositioning as a source of adventure.

In 1918 Pierre

Reverdy wrote:
The image is a pure creation of the mind.
It cannot be born from a comparison but from
a juxtaposition of two more or less distant
realities.
The more the relationship between the
two juxtaposed realities is distant and true,
the stronger the image will be--the greater
its emotional power and poetic reality..."
(Reverdy, 1918)
I agree totally with these words.

My strongest

paintings, the paintings I love the most contain the
greatest distance between juxtapositioned realities.

The

juxtaposition of my mother, myself, and a stegosaurus in
my painting "And The Young Woman Could Be Seen By Them
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But Badly And In Profile" (refer to page 38) I consider
beautifully and infinitely distant.
To further my point I could list all the juxtaposi
tions I have ever created in my paintings.

I could also

elaborate in great detail interpretations of all my paint
ings.

I very strongly believe however that my visual work

must stand on its own without verbal support.

I have said

enough, my paintings verify what I have written.
thesis is my graduate exhibition.
Do the feats attributed to the prestidigitor of Nazareth shock you?...The miracle is
an unexpected disorder, a surprising dispro
portion. And it is in this regard that it is
the negation of the real, that, once accepted
as a miracle, it becomes the conciliation of
the real and the marvelous.
(Aragon, 1970)

My

Section III
Catalogue of artist's work displayed at the University
Art Gallery November 25 through December 21, 1975, in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Master of the Arts.
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CATALOGUE

13

Sexual Encounter (Exquisite Corpse)
Watercolor

15

Death of An Artist
Watercolor and Graphite

16

17

Salome and John The Baptist
Watercolor

18

19

Classical Assassination
With Comet Indicating Fall of a King
Watercolor

20

Death of Venus: Act III
Watercolor

23

Annunciation
Watercolor

24

25

Intestate Immolation
(Not to be Confused with Interstate Emulation)
Watercolor

26

27

Trapped
Watercolor

28

29

Settlement of the Family Estate
Watercolor

t

30

31

After the Bath
Watercolor

32

33

Outing
Watercolor

34

35

Rustoleum V.S. the Fall of Man
Watercolor

36

37

And The Young Woman Could Be Seen
By Them But Badly And In Profile
Watercolor

38

39

Lunker
Watercolor

>«rv

41

Two Toads and My Brother, Mark
Watercolor

42

43

Life of the Party
Watercolor, Graphite, and Ballpoint Pen

44

45

Dialectic Conversation Involving a Fish
Watercolor
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